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(Swe): An interactive web site possible for all countries to duplicate, use the template and make their own version.

Films, pictures, map, modules and facebook and all kinds of information. Search optimization – will be easy to find on the web.
Web tool - for who?

- Students
- Interns, residents
- Accompanying family
- Returnees
- (Health) professionals from rest of Sweden and from abroad...
Couple recruitment, young family members

- To facilitate couple recruitment a feature is added in the map on the web tool with possibilities find a job not only for the health care professional but also for the partner in the neighbourhood.

- Features in the web tool directed towards young people, created by young people to show what our rural community can offer to young people

- Can be used by public sector
Interview with intern Ann Sellberg

Questions?
Call 000.123457 and we will be happy to help you.

Looking for an experience?

Register for membership?
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Student Master Thesis List

On this site you can find topic proposals for theses that highlight rural medical issues. These project proposals are specifically aimed for you as a medical student starting the tenth semester of medical school. If you find the project challenging, please contact Centre for Rural Medicine, Storumän (contact details).

These are our most recently presented projects:

 Scope of and time saved by prehospital thrombolysis

Study on to what extent thrombolysis for myocardial infarction is conducted in a prehospital setting compared to that in hospitals in County of Västerbotten. Calculation of any time savings and/or differences in patient outcomes.

Read more

 Stroke – Time from diagnosis to definitive treatment. Comparison rural-urban area.

Stroke Healthcare, adherence to national guidelines.

Read more